
OBLIO  
LH59  

Wireless charging station with built-in UV sanitizer  
Design by Manuela Simonelli & Andrea Quaglio  

2-IN-1 INNOVATIVE AND DESIGN CHARGING 

STATION  

Oblio is a Qi-certified 10W wireless charging station with 

vase look that charges and cleans your smartphone 

discreetly thanks to its built-in UV LED technology. 

About 3 hours are required to fully charge a compatible 

smartphone* and a LED indicator confirms the correct 

positioning and charging status of the device. 

*Compatible with smartphones with Qi charging 

technology with dimensions up to 8.3 cm wide, 1.05 cm 

thick - non-metallic case.  

 

 

CLEAN YOUR SMARTPHONE QUICKLY AND 

EFFICIENTLY  

With Oblio, keep your eyes away from your smartphone 

screen when charging and cleaning it. Featuring a UV-

C* anti-bacterial light that kills 99.9% of germs** on your 

smartphone's screen in 20 minutes, an automatic 

sanitizing cycle, and detection of foreign objects 

technology, Oblio has been laboratory tested against 

common bacteria***.  *Precaution must be taken to avoid looking directly at UV Light while sanitizing operation is in process. 

Oblio’s construction is made to protect your eyes, do not manipulate while in function. **Oblio UV 

Sanitizer purpose is to destroy bacterias from the surface of your smartphone's screen and not to remove 

finger prints or any other marks. ***Eciently kills up to 99.9% of proliferating bacterias most commonly 

identified on smartphones' displays. 
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10W Wireless charging station with built-in UV sanitizer Qi-

certified (wireless power transfer using inductive 

charging)Fast-charging: approx 3 hours required for a full 

smartphone charge Advanced anti-bacterial UV light with 

ionizer technology Kill 99.9% of your smartphone screen 

germs in 20 minutes Automatic ON/OFF sanitizing cycle 

Laboratory tested against common bacteria Foreign object 

detection Compatible with all smartphone including Qi 

certifications with screen size between 4.7 and 6.6 inches 

protective case included (not metal)Power supply: on USB-

C port (cable included)Material: ABS / Rubber finishing | 

Weight: 775 g / 27.3 oz  

Dimensions: Ø 7 x 17,5 x 13,6 cm / Ø 2.7 x 6.8 x 5.3” 

B2B RECOMMENDED CUSTOMIZATION 

Suggested branding: pad print  

RETAIL PACKAGING 

PACKAGING TECH SPECS 

Master carton: 12 pcs / 10.18 kg | 12 pcs / 359.08 oz  


